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VISION
To help our customers to build well,  
using sustainable materials.

MISSION
To be the first-choice supplier for certified timber 
and timber-based products in the UK by making  
it easy for our customers to trade with us.

VALUES
We aim to stay at the forefront of our industry,  
by delivering both quality and innovation through  
our products.

WHY ALCO?

EXPERTISE, 
RANGE,
SPECIALS, 
SERVICE

Welcome to Alco Timber one of Britain’s leading 
importers, distributors and processors of timber 
and timber related products. We are here to 
offer a compelling and unrivalled ‘one stop 
shop’ range of timber and panel products to 
the General Builders Merchant, Timber Building 
Manufacturers & DIY/Hardware Sector.

We are capable of supplying mixed loads of 
products in multiple quantities ranging from 
single sheets to full loads, all delivered quickly 
direct to your branch or customers site.

With extensive warehousing, processing 
and distribution capabilities we can provide 
customers across the UK with a full range of 
the highest quality timber, panel, decorative 
surfaces and engineered wood products 
supported by comprehensive timber knowledge 
and expertise.

Alco are part of the National Timber Group, 
which is the largest independent added-value 
timber distribution and processing group 
in the UK. The Group was created through 
the acquisitions of market-leading brands 
Thornbridge, North Yorkshire Timber, 
Rembrand and Arnold Laver.

The Group has combined turnover approaching 
£300 million, over 1,300 employees and 55 
processing and distribution sites from the North 
of Scotland to London and the South West.

OUR COMPANY
CUSTOMERS
Our customers are the heart of our business  
– they are the driving force behind everything  
we do.

PRODUCTS
We aim to stay at the forefront of our industry, by 
delivering both quality and innovation through 
our products. Our stock range cannot be beaten, 
and we endeavour to support this by constantly 
reviewing our product offer, through research and 
development and the evaluation of new materials.

STAFF
Our employees are the source of our strength 
and the foundation of our knowledge, 
determination and success.

SERVICE 
Our customers can be assured of a fast turn 
around, excellent quality and a service that’s 
unrivalled anywhere in the UK. This is made 
possible by our large, well-stocked and 
strategically located depots and our own  
fleet of delivery vehicles.
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“VERSATILE, STRONG 
AND LIGHT IN WEIGHT”

SOFTWOODS
Sourced from all over the globe, with a large breadth of applications and a remarkably aesthetic appeal, 
softwood can be used across a broad range of internal and external projects - from interior mouldings and 
flooring, to the manufacture of windows, landscaping and decking, external joinery and structural framing.

We offer one of the most comprehensive ranges of softwood species and grades to cover all your timber 
requirements.

A core range of softwoods is held in stock, backed up by daily supplies from our National Distribution 
Centre. As well as standard products, we also manufacture to order, with machining, grading treatment 
and finishing facilities available group-wide.

A high performance, 
environmentally-friendly 
modified wood with 
durability, dimensional 
stability and beauty that 
matches or exceeds even 
the best tropical hardwood.

  Douglas Fir  
  Hemlock  
  Larch 
  Western Red Cedar  
  Thermowood

ACCOYA® WOOD CLEAR SOFTWOODS

  Softwood  
  Pre-Painted to order
  Clear Softwoods  
  Cedar - Shingles &   

 Shingle Ridge Tiles 
  Composite
  Fire Rated

  Softwood  
  Softwood Anti-Slip  
  Hardwood  
  Composite
  Balustrades

CLADDING DECKING

  C24 (Long Lengths)  
  Sawn (Whitewood Spruce)  
  Scant, CLS  
  Eased (Whitewood Spruce) 
  Machine Graded  
  Visual Graded  
  Treated  
 Untreated  
  Incised  
  BS Graded Roofing Battens

  Unsorted  
  Fifths  
  Engineered

REDWOOD PSE
 
  Square Edge 
  Pre-painted

CARCASSING SAWN REDWOOD (PINE)

IMAGE OF OLYMPIC VELODROME, LONDON
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“A MATERIAL OF REAL 
BEAUTY,  IN COUNTLESS  

COMBINATIONS  
OF SPECIES, COLOURS  
AND SPECIFICATIONS”

HARDWOODS
Hardwood is the ultimate versatile material, with applications ranging from furniture production, musical 
instruments, flooring, construction and boat-building. Whatever your hardwood requirements, we’ll work 
with you to ensure that you get the most appropriate timber product at the best possible price.

We aim to be able to meet virtually any hardwood requirement from stock and, in the eventuality we can’t 
we will work with our dedicated supplier network to source it specially. We also offer a full machining 
service and can supply everything from simple lengths of timber to intricate mouldings.

All are products are responsibly sourced from all over the world.

 Accoya
 Ash - American,  

 European
 Beech - European  

 Steamed | European  
 Unsteamed | European  
 Colour No Defect
 Cherry
 Idigbo - Emeri | Framire
 Iroko
 Jelutong
 Keruing

 Maple
 Meranti - Dark Red
 Oak - American White  

 Oak | European Oak  
 Green Oak
 Sapele
 Teak
 Tulipwood
 Utile
 Walnut - American  

 Black Walnut
 Wenge

A class-leading modified 
wood product with 
outstanding dimensional 
stability together with an 
improved resistance to 
insect attack and moisture, 
help to deliver a very  
robust timber.

European Oak Engineered 
stair part range which 
includes; engineered 
newels, strings and handrail 
/ base rail blanks. Spindles 
blanks and treads are also 
available to order. 

SPECIES

ACCOYA® WOOD EUROPEAN OAK
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PANEL PRODUCTS
We offer a comprehensive range of high quality and competitively priced sheet materials - including  
a comprehensive selection of premium quality plywood, mdf, chipboard, osb and formwork panels.

Our knowledgeable employees help ensure that the right product is specified and supplied for each 
project. Our sheet materials proposition is to offer bulk commodity products delivered direct from the port. 
We can also provide a pick a pack service to smaller merchants.

We are able to supply a cutting service where required.

We stock one of the best ranges of quality Plywood panels 
in the UK, providing our customers with great choice and 
value for money. 

Our Plywood range:

We stock MDF from all the major manufacturers,  
which include:

PLYWOOD

MDF

 Coniferous
 Birch 
 Marine 
 Bendy
 Veneered

 Hardwood-throughout
 Hardwood-faced  

 Poplar Core 
 Fire Retardant

 Standard
 Lightweight
 Veneered
 Ultralight
 Moisture Resistant
 Zero added   

 formaldehyde

 Deep-route
 Melamine face boards
 Flame Retardant  

 - Class B | Class C
 Medite® Tricoya®   

 Extreme
 Machined MDF Panels

Our OSB is produced in  
a number of specifications 
and is highly versatile. 
Our offer includes:

  Smartply OSB3 & OSB4
  Smartply Siteprotect
  Smartply Pattress Plus

We have a specialist range 
of flooring grade boards 
which include:

 Moisture resistant
 Peel Clean
 Egger Protect
 Heavy duty P6  

 mezzanine flooring

OSB CHIPBOARD

“WE ARE EXPERTS IN 
PANEL PRODUCTS WHICH 
HELPS ENSURE THE RIGHT 

PRODUCT IS SPECIFIED 
FOR EACH PROJECT”
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We also offer a range of panels that provide improved 
technical capabilities. Noticeboards: recycled panels 
for use as pin-boards and noticeboards, made from 
Sundeala. We also offer a range of panels that provide 
improved technical capabilities. Our offer Includes:

SPECIALIST PANELS

 Formwork ply 
 Tricoya
 Hardboard
 Sundeala

 Doorblanks
 HDX Mezzanine Flooring
 Malaysian Class 3

Concrete forming panel products from Alco are designed 
to allow you to achieve an efficient and effective finish on 
all of your formwork projects. We are specialists in this 
sector and can provide all the help and advice you need. 
Our range of specialist engineered panels includes:

FORMWORK

 BCX
 TulsaForm
 WISA Form

 UltraForm
 PourForm 107

PANEL PRODUCTS

We can offer a range of industrially applied preservative 
and fire retardant timber pre-treatments for timbers 
being used either indoors or outdoors 

FIRE RETARDANTS

Our dedicated Group production facility manufactures 
bespoke panels and components for a wide variety 
of applications. Together with our extensive range of 
decorative surface materials, our fabrication facility offers 
you unlimited choice and opportunities. 

LAMINATED / DECORATIVE PANELS
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“WE ARE HAPPY 
TO WORK WITH YOUR 

ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS 
AND SUB-CONTRACTORS 

TO ENSURE ANY CLADDING 
PROJECT IS DELIVERED ON 

BUDGET AND ON TIME”

CLADDING
We offer a single source solution for all your cladding requirements. Ranging from advice on materials 
and designs through to installation, coating applications and planned maintenance.

We offer a premium range 
of Redwood cladding which 
is lightweight and easy to 
install and ideal for internal 
and external applications. 
our range includes, Sawn, 
Treated (preservative  
or fire retardant), coated  
or stained.

Accoya is a ‘modified 
wood species’ whose 
performance credentials 
achieving Class 1 durability, 
dimensional stability, 
resistance to mould 
and insects and ease in 
machining - with a life 
expectancy externally of  
50 to 60 years unprotected 
with surface coatings. 

Our Oak Cladding is golden 
brown to almost yellow in 
appearance with a straight 
grain. It finishes well and 
ages to a silvery grey finish 
if left un-protected.

A versatile material that is 
popular with architects and 
specifiers. It is durable and 
hard-wearing.

Larch is the perfect cladding material for high-impact 
commercial and public area where durable, attractive 
product is required. We offer both Siberian and European 
grades of Larch.

SOFTWOOD

ACCOYA ® WOOD

OAK

LARCH 

With its unique range of properties including workability, 
performance, versatility and weather resistant characteristics, 
Canadian Western Red Cedar has become the number one 
choice in cladding, for architects and specifiers. 

Western Red Cedar dampens sound vibrations  
and has superior thermal insulation properties.

WESTERN RED CEDAR

Thermowood® is a 
physically engineered 
timber that is produced 
by specialist heat treated 
Scandinavian Redwood 
/ Whitewood. It is this 
alteration in structure that 
results in a more stable, 
anti-fungal timber ideal for 
use in exterior applications.

THERMOWOOD®
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CLADDING

Our timber cladding-related services include:

 Kilning - to provide the  
 optimum consistency   
 and performance.
 Machining – a large   

 range of standard   
 profiles is complemented  
 by our ability to supply  
 bespoke patterns  
 where required.
 Fire Treatment – we can  

 supply a range of  
 industrial pre-treatments  
 to both cladding and  
 sub-strates, that comply  
 with any specification.

 Fully / Part Finished –  
 we can supply a range  
 of premium factory  
 applied exterior  
 coatings, to help  
 maintain the look and  
 finish of the material.
 Cedar Shingles - we   

 also supply Cedar  
 Shingles, a durable and  
 lightweight material ideal  
 for cladding the roof  
 and side of buildings,  
 such as sheds, garages  
 and summer-houses.

CLADDING TREATMENTS

VIVIX® is a lightweight rainscreen cladding solution which 
combines excellent weather and UV resistance properties 
for enhanced durability and ease of maintenance.

VIVIX® which is installed as a ventilated façade, manages 
moisture, acting as a defence against water penetration 
and aiding in preventing adverse effects of moisture on 
building finishes and structural components.

VIVIX Lap® is high performance overlap weatherboard 
cladding system that performs all year round offering 
outstanding weather protection, is quick and easy to 
installation and requiring little maintenance.

Typical uses for the Vivix Lap weatherboard cladding 
are: housing projects, park and leisure homes, public 
buildings, modular housing, healthcare and regeneration 
Projects.

VIVIX® (COMPOSITE)

VIVIX®LAP (COMPOSITE)

We offer various durable 
species of hardwood 
suitable for cladding, 
including Cumaru, Red 
Louro and Ipe, which 
are also available as 
FSC®Certified.

We produce a range  
of standard and bespoke 
profiles to suit all 
applications and can offer 
expert advice to ensure 
that the most appropriate 
product is specified for 
each project.

HARDWOOD CLADDING PROFILES
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“JOINERY PRODUCTS TO 
SUIT BOTH CONTEMPORARY 
AND TRADITIONAL TASTES. 

IDEAL FOR BOTH NEW 
BUILDS AND RENOVATION 

PROJECTS”

JOINERY 
PRODUCTS
We offer an extensive range of joinery products, for use in commercial and domestic applications which 
include; doors and door furniture, flooring, roof lights and stair parts.

Our range of interior and exterior doors encompasses 
all styles and timber species – from a traditional range of 
hardwood styles to a more contemporary range of Oak 
veneers and coloured doors to add a splash of colour to 
your home.

We also offer a full range of room divider and patio door 
options that are brilliant for letting through natural light and 
can even create the illusion of added space.

We offer a vast range of standard mouldings in Softwood, 
Hardwood and MDF: these include skirting, plinths, 
architraves, door casings, linings, window boards, dado 
rails, hand rails and beading.

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR DOORS

MOULDINGS & FRAMES

Our door kits are  
designed with ease in  
mind and delivered to  
site with the components 
simply fitting together, 
allowing for a quick and  
trouble-free installation.

Flush casement, Sash 
Stormproof, Tilt and Turn 
windows available in 
softwood and hardwood.

DOOR KITS WINDOWS
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JOINERY 
PRODUCTS

We offer a complete range of innovative solutions 
dedicated to bringing light and access to lofts. 

From natural pine, white acrylic, PU Coated or PVC roof 
windows in beautiful designs and clever opening methods 
to windows for flat roofs and Innoview vertical windows or 
loft ladders - we can supply you with a premium collection 
for loft improvements. 

We offer a comprehensive range of laminate, engineered, 
solid wood and vinyl flooring. All available with Uniclic 
patented technology for easy installation (solid wood  
only available with T&G locking mechanism).

In addition, we offer a range of accessories to match, 
which include; installation & finishing tools, underlay, 
skirting boards, finishing profiles and cleaning kit.

We put our customers at the heart of every staircase and 
stair parts design we offer and believe our range will cater 
for any taste, whether you’re looking for traditional, modern 
or something that is a little bit of both. 

Our stair cases are available in Pine, Hemlock, White 
Primed or Oak and you can even get our most modern 
ranges in Glass and Metal.

To enhance your stair cases you can also choose from  
a range of Wall Mounted Handrails, Rail-in-a-Box and  
our popular ‘Stair Klad’ stair cladding range.

ROOF LIGHTS

FLOORING

STAIR PARTS
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“DESIGNED DOOR  
SETS PROVIDING  
MORE THAN JUST 
FUNCTIONALITY”

DOOR SET  
SOLUTIONS
Our bespoke door set manufacturing capabilities provided design, manufacture and technical support  
on every aspect of door provision for both domestic and commercial properties. The entire process  
is carefully controlled and monitored from the selection of raw materials, through to precision  
machining and prompt delivery anywhere in the UK. 

Whether you need enhanced acoustic ratings for a new cinema or high-quality fire door sets for a hotel, 
our door set range offers exceptional sound and fire proofing properties to fit any project perfectly.

We only supply doors and materials that fully meet the 
required FR ratings. 
 
Offering fire rated door sets from FD30 to FD120 with the 
capability of being a smoke controlled or self-closing door. 

FIRE RATED DOOR SETS

Our purpose-made door sets can be designed to meet the 
appropriate noise control requirements. 
 
We can offer a performance range of door sets with some 
of the thinnest door leaf’s available - with a choice of 
ratings from 29 Rw dB to 55 Rw dB, we have a product 
to match any requirement.

ACOUSTIC RATINGS

Secured by Design (SBD) door sets are built to ‘design 
out crime’ and are UKAS tested to meet improved safety 
standards-focusing on crime prevention of homes and 
commercial premises and promotes the use of security 
standards for a wide range of applications such as 
entrance doors in apartments and other 
multi-occupancy dwellings.

SECURED BY DESIGN

 FR product specification, accredited by the BWF Fire Door Alliance Scheme
 Pre-machined for ironmongery, where required
 FSC® and PEFC® certified products and materials available

ACCREDITATIONS
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 FR product specification, accredited by the BWF Fire Door Alliance Scheme
 Pre-machined for ironmongery, where required
 FSC® and PEFC® certified products and materials available

ACCREDITATIONS

DOOR SET  
SOLUTIONS

We give as much importance to our range of frames as we 
do our doors to ensure the door set will meet the relevant 
performance standards. 

The frame material will vary depending on what level of 
fire protection is required but our technical team will work 
with you to ensure the correct frames are specified for the 
required application.

We offer a range of door linings and rebated frame sizes 
which make up the frame kit, with 30 and 60 minute fire 
protection options to meet UK standards.

FRAMES & LININGS

To achieve excellent safety and acoustic performance, we 
utilise some of the best performing seals and ironmongery 
in the market.

All our seals are sourced from reputable, industry-leading 
organisations who produce the highest quality sealing 
systems that incorporate acoustic, smoke, fire and thermal 
containment, as well as accessibility.

INTUMESCENT SEALS

We offer a wide range of high-grade hardware for doors 
and windows. Whether you’re looking for beautiful and 
durable door hardware for living-rooms, bedrooms, 
bathrooms, or kitchens, we are here to provide you with 
the best solutions.

HARDWARE

We produce glazing panels, 
to match your door sets and 
the design layout. We can 
offer clear, obscure and 
manifestation designs of 
glass for fire and non-fire 
glazed doors.

We can offer a wide range 
of 30-minute and 60-minute 
fire rated screens and walls 
to complement your door 
designs or create airy work 
spaces. We can also offer a 
range of acoustic screens 
and walls to achieve 29dB 
and 50dB.

GLAZING PANEL GLAZING SCREENS
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“TAKING INSTALLATIONS 
TO THE NEXT  LEVEL  

WITH UNIMAGINABLE  
SURFACES”

DECORATIVE 
SURFACES
Our decorative surfaces range is at the forefront of design and innovation, offering a comprehensive 
range of surface solutions from the best suppliers in the industry.

Our wide and unique range of decorative surface materials transforms interior and exterior design within 
the hotel and hospitality sector, showrooms and shop fit-outs, furniture design and manufacturing sectors.

We offer one of the largest selection of laminates which 
have been specially selected for the UK market.

We also boast one of the world’s largest collection of 
press-plate finishes by combining almost any raw material, 
which include:

LAMINATES

 Standard laminate   
 Compact laminate
 Backing laminate
 Melamine faced core   

 boards
 Postforming laminate
 Metal laminate    
 Writing board laminate
 Chalky board laminate
 Digital laminate

 Flooring laminate
 Phenolic laminate
 3D Effect laminate
 Holographic laminate 
 Colorcore laminate
 Fibre reinforced laminate   

 (FRL)
 Fibre reinforced plastic (FRP)
 ABS / PVC edging
 IMO Certified laminate

 Translucent laminate
 Real aluminium
 Mirror laminates
 Combined material 

 Distressed metal /  
 metal-effect
 Gold-leaf
 Tree-bark

Our MEGANITE Solid Surface range provides a highly 
durable, versatile, hygienic and beautiful acrylic solid 
surface that can be used in horizontal and vertical 
applications.

SOLID SURFACE

 Unique capacity  
 for thermo-forming
 A colour palette of more  

 than 100 decors which  
 include solids, stone,  
 marble, translucents,  
 metallic and pearl   
 designs

 Bespoke RAL colours  
 also available
 All decors are IMO  

 certified and suitable  
 for the Marine sector
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DECORATIVE 
SURFACES

We offer a premium range 
of real-wood veneers, 
typically used in high-end 
applications. 

Products available: 
Flexible Veneer Sheets, 
Lacquered Veneer and 
Veneer Boards.

A great range of kitchen 
splashbacks that make  
a style statement behind  
a sink or hob area and  
offer a real alternative  
to traditional tiles.

We also have a versatile 
collection of high-pressure 
laminate worktops; which 
includes an extensive 
assortment of designs from 
classic to contemporary  
and from large scale 
marbles to rustic timbers. 

WOOD VENEER

SPLASHBACK

LAMINATE WORKTOPS

We offer a range of high 
quality and innovative 
lacquered panel available 
in a high-gloss, super-
matt or mirror-effect finish, 
designed to inspire the 
creation of unique solutions 
in furniture and architectural 
design.

Our range of Silkwood worktops are more than just a 
range of wooden worktops, they are pre-oiled and finished 
with a unique Silkwood surface that is ultra-smooth and 
highly-resistant to moisture.

The Silkwood range features a carefully chosen selection of 
worktops, breakfast bars and matching upstands, giving you 
the very best in wooden worktops on the market.

LACQUERED PANELS

SILKWOOD WORKTOPS
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“FACTORY APPLIED 
FINISHES TO OFFER 

TAILORED SOLUTIONS,  
MEETING CUSTOMER 

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS”

TIMBER FINISHING 
& TREATMENTS
Finishing timber is a key part of the manufacturing process; the key to ensuring timber performs and is 
long-lasting for both exterior and interior applications, is selecting the optimum coating system for the 
end-use.

We offer a range of factory-applied finishes from industry leading coating manufacturers which allows us 
to offer tailored solutions, meeting customer-specific requirements resulting in installation, finishing time 
and cost to be significantly reduced.

A range of base coat 
and top coat solutions 
for exterior application; 
including a range of 
translucent colours and
opaque stains which can  
be colour-matched to  
most RAL colours.

A two-coat clear lacquer 
finish for application on 
interior joinery products. 

A range of translucent base 
stains are also available 
which can be applied  
prior to lacquering.

EXTERIOR BASE-COAT / TOP-COATINTERIOR LACQUER

A professional priming service for internal joinery products 
such as architraves, skirtings and door linings prepares 
the material for a top-coat - saving the time required  
to finish on-site.

A single-coat priming finish available as a standard. 
Other priming options we offer include: multi-coat,
sanded, de-nibbed and a knotting service.

A wide range of translucent colours and opaque stains 
which can be colour-matched to any RAL colour and used 
for exterior solutions such as cladding.

Our quality wood stain finishes provide durability and 
protect against discolouration, fungi and UV-light upon 
application. 

INTERIOR PRIMING

EXTERIOR WOOD STAINS
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TIMBER FINISHING 
& TREATMENTS

Our range of preservative pressure treatments will 
significantly extend the service life of construction and 
landscaping timbers providing an effective long-term 
protection against all forms of wood decay and insect 
attack.

Carried out in our industrial treatment vessels by 
trained operators, our treatments utilise the very latest 
TANALITH™ E and VASCOL™ Aqua wood preservatives 
within the proven high pressure (TANALITH™ E) and low 
pressure (VACSOL™ Aqua) impregnation processes.

We can treat timber to the following classes:

We can offer a choice of tried, tested and proven fire-
retardant treatments for timber and board products 
wherever required by Building Regulation

At Alco Timber we can offer a treatment that can be 
applied to timber and selected panel products with full 
certification for complete confidence in the product 
performance. This treatment comes fully certified and 
uses organic, natural ingredients that can achieve either 
Euroclass B or Euroclass C ratings in accordance with BS 
EN 13501-1 within the Construction Products Directive. 
Both treatments are carried out in ISO 9001 Quality and 
ISO 14001 Environmental accredited facilities.

The organic nature of this unique treatment product means 
no contaminated waste wood.

 UC 1 – Internal, dry 
 (eg. Upper floor joists)
 UC 2 – Internal, risk of   

 wetting (eg. Tile battens)
 UC 3 coated – Outdoors,  

 coated, above ground   
 (eg. Soffits/Cladding)

 UC 3 uncoated –   
 Outdoors, uncoated,   
 above ground (eg.   
 Cladding/Fence rails)
 UC 4 – Direct soil or   

 fresh water contact   
 (eg. Fence posts) 

PRESERVATIVE TREATMENTS

FR TREATMENTS
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PANEL AND 
COMPONENT 
FABRICATION
Our dedicated group production facilities can manufacture bespoke panels and components  
for a wide variety of applications. Together with out extensive range of decorative surface and  
sheet materials, our panel and fabrication facilities offers you unlimited choice and opportunities.

We can manufacture almost anything from door sets to bespoke wall panelling, vanity units, cubicles, 
worktops, unit components and frontals.

We have been providing this bespoke manufacturing capability since the mid-60s, focusing on  
our customers’ requirements and recognising that flexibility, reliability and attention to detail are  
key in delivering results.

An expert cutting service of components for any project, 
optimised from a wide range of sheet sizes for optimal 
sheet utilisation.

PANEL & BOARD CUTTING

 Panel & Board Cutting
 Bonding
 Edge-Banding

 CNC Machining
 Bench Work
 Estimation Services

We are able to machine timber to the exact needs of 
our customers, usually on a short lead-time; whether it’s 
standard profiles for architrave and skirting, or bespoke 
components for manufacturing windows and doors.

PRODUCTION

As ‘the’ timber product specialists, we have extensive 
in-house production facilities for the machining and 
manufacture of hardwoods, softwoods and panels.

We have modern and well-equipped factories, allowing  
us to provide an effective and timely service for a range  
of manufacturing requirements.

TIMBER MACHINING

“OUR DEDICATED GROUP 
PRODUCTION FACILITY 

MANUFACTURES BESPOKE 
PANELS FOR A WIDE 

VARIETY OF APPLICATIONS”
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ENGINEERED 
TIMBER SYSTEMS
Our Engineered Wood Products proposition provides you with design, manufacture and technical 
support on every aspect of timber engineering, for both domestic and commercial properties. 

Our products save build time on site, improve thermal values and reduce health and safety risk  
for all methods of modern construction. 

Whether you’re a single site developer or a national housebuilder, our highly experienced and skilled 
team of designers, engineers and fabricators can help you deliver your projects on time and on budget.

Our impressive roofing solutions division offers all types 
of roof trusses from finks and attic trusses to complex roof 
trusses and spandrel panels. 

We supply whole housing schemes, individual homes 
and commercial buildings such as care homes and utility 
buildings.

Our Steico I-Joists are designed in-house to individual 
requirements from one-off projects or roofs to full site 
plans and complex commercial structures.

The fully designed and engineered panelised roof system 
offers an innovative and unique warm roof solution.

The rapid fit system is far more efficient than other roofing 
solutions. Working in conjunction with specialist regional 
fitting teams up to four roofs can be comfortably fitted in 
one day, dramatically increasing the speed of build.

ROOF TRUSSES

STEICO I-JOISTS

RAPID FIT ROOF SYSTEM

“WE OFFER DESIGN & 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT ON 

EVERY ASPECT OF TIMBER 
ENGINEERING FOR BOTH 

DOMESTIC & COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTIES”
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ENGINEERED 
TIMBER SYSTEMS

Supplied as fire and sound rated timber frame panels, 
made to the profile of the roof. Manufactured from a range 
of materials including plywood, OSB and plasterboard, 
the panels can be filled with solid-slab insulation and fire-
treated as required.

We manufacture both roof and floor cassettes which are 
ideal for faster build timber frame, which not only offer 
significant increases to the speed of build on site, they 
also significantly reduce time spent working at height.

Roof cassettes are pre-insulated to achieve impressive 
thermal values as low as 0.09w/m2k.

Our pre-insulated wall panels offer significant benefits 
for timber frame construction and they are an effective 
alternative to steel and masonry wall structures.

They have high thermal qualities compared to 
masonry infill walls and can be engineered to provide 
additional structural capability.

Glulam beams are a lightweight, eco-friendly alternative to 
concrete and steel beams providing an attractive natural 
look for large open spaces. Our large range of Glulam 
sizes can be used for a wide variety of applications 
including straight, angled and curved frameworks.

CLT is a structural, prefabricated panel used to form 
environmentally sustainable, walls, roofs and floors 
across a wide range of structures. We offer both pure 
CLT systems and the possibility to incorporate CLT into 
a hybrid structure ensuring the best possible sustainable 
structural solution for each individual project. 

SPANDREL PANELS

ROOF & FLOOR CASSETTES

PRE-INSULATED WALL PANELS

GLULAM BEAMS & CLT
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LANDSCAPING
We offer a comprehensive range of landscaping and garden products to help you create the perfect 
landscape in any garden project.

We stock a range of lengths, thicknesses and profiles to 
match any requirements.We can offer from stock:

 Composite decking
 Hardwood & Softwood timber decking
 Anti-slip decking
 Balustrades

DECKING

Our sleepers have endless garden or leisure applications. 
They can be used as boundaries, edgings and planters 
as well as distinctive raised beds and borders, decks, 
terraces and walkways.

 Softwood Sleepers
 Tanalith Treated   

 Sleepers

 Oak Sleepers
 Incised UC4 Long-life   

 Sleepers

SLEEPERS

We stock a wide variety of garden sheds, green houses, 
furniture and log cabins that are available in many sizes to 
suit your needs. Many of our products are manufactured 
from FSC certified timber from sustainable sources.

 Sheds & Log Cabins
 Summerhouses &   

 Greenhouses

 Garden Furniture
 Troughs & Planters

GARDEN BUILDINGS & FURNITURE

We stock reliably built garden fencing that have been 
fully treated for ultimate durability and are suitable for all 
garden projects due to their densely packed boards which 
can be fitted into existing frameworks.

 Wide range of Fence   
 Panels
 Gravel Boards
 Feather Edge Boards
 Fence Rails

 UC3 Standard & UC4 
 Incised Fence Posts in  
 various colours and sizes
 Fast Set Posts Mix

FENCING

“A PERFECT RANGE 
OF LANDSCAPING 

SOLUTIONS TO FULFIL 
YOUR LANDSCAPING & 

GARDEN PROJECTS”
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At Alco Timber we are committed to protecting the environment. Our policy is to continually improve 
our environmental performance, preventing pollution and minimising the impact of our operations.

We also strive to meet and where possible exceed the applicable environmental legislation. We strongly 
believe that it is our corporate and social responsibility to help preserve the world forests and promote 
effective forestry management. 

SUSTAINABLE SOURCING 
 
We hold both FSC® and PEFC™ Certification and are able to consistently provide goods from legal 
and sustainable sources. All branches have Chain of Custody implemented, independently evaluated 
and certified to provide our customers with environmental assurances. 

Our certified timber products meet the UK Government CPET approved timber procurement policy As 
a member of the Timber Trade Federation we are committed to responsible sourcing and only offer fully 
certified timber either PEFC or FSC® Certified.

SUSTAINABLE  
AND CERTIFIED
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EXPERTISE, RANGE, SPECIALS, SERVICE
FOR ALL YOUR ENQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT US TODAY:
T: 0330 303 2525  |  E: INFO@ALCOTIMBER.CO.UK  |  ALCOTIMBER.CO.UK
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FOR ALL YOUR ENQUIRIES, 
PLEASE CONTACT US:

T: 0330 303 2525
E: INFO@ALCOTIMBER.CO.UK

ALCOTIMBER.CO.UK


